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Bakery & Cooking

What to do 1.  Before reading Cook-A-Doodle-Doo to the children, show them the front

cover and ask them individually how they think strawberry shortcake is

made. Write down what each child tells you (in her own words) on a piece of

paper. Ask the children to draw a picture of the strawberry shortcake on the

paper.

2.  After the children are finished, read the book. It is a wonderful and humorous

book about teamwork and cooperation that will help children learn about

the cooking process and cooking terms.

3.  After reading the story, make strawberry shortcake with the children. Make

sure to break up the recipe depending on how many children are in the class

so that each child has a job. If desired, take a picture of each child doing each

step in the recipe.

4.  Remove stems from strawberries and cut into thin slices using plastic knives.

Put the slices in a large bowl, mix in 1 tablespoon of sugar, and set aside.

5.  Make biscuits according to the directions on the package of all-purpose

baking mix. Add butter, milk, and sugar. Bake according to package

directions.

6.  Mash strawberries lightly.

7.  Add a couple of drops of vanilla and one teaspoon of sugar to whipping

cream and beat together.

8.  When the biscuits have cooled, break up the biscuits into pieces in a bowl.

Add strawberries and whipped cream. Enjoy!

9.  Make a great bulletin board display for this activity by including the pictures

of the children cooking, along with their own illustrated pictures and words

on how to make strawberry shortcake. Make sure to include a group picture

with the book and the finished cake.

w Gail Morris, Kemah, TX

Cookie Craze
Materials ingredients for three favorite cookie recipes

cookie cutters

flour

rolling pins

sprinkles

baking sheets

oven

large poster board

markers
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Bakery & Cooking

What to do 1.  Gather ingredients for three different cookie recipes.
2.  Help the children make cookies by measuring the ingredients and mixing.
Make three different types of cookies (or more if you like).

3.  Let children roll out the dough, cut different shapes with cookie cutters, and
sprinkle with decorative sprinkles.

4.  Put the cookies in the oven to bake (adult only).
5.  After the children have tasted the different cookies, make a graph of their
favorites using a large piece of poster board.

w Lisa Chichester, Parkersburg, WV

Cookie Cutter Puzzles
Materials variety of sets of cookie cutters (transportation, fruits, animals, shapes, numbers,

letters, and so on)
markers
black construction paper
scissors
file folders
glue
clear contact paper
zipper-closure plastic bags
stapler

What to do 1.  Trace the cookie cutters on black construction paper and cut them out.
2.  Glue each set of black cutouts to the inside of separate file folders.
3.  Cover the inside of the folders with clear contact paper.
4.  Place the matching cookie cutters in zipper-closure bags and staple each
bag to the matching folder.

5.  Label the front of each folder with the name of the set.
6.  Put the folders in the bakery center and have the children match the cookie
cutters to the cutout shapes.

7.  If the sets of cookie cutters become mixed up, turn cleanup into a sorting
activity as the children find all the transportation, fruit, or animal cutters.

Related books At the Bakery by Carol Greene
Cookie Count by Robert Sabuda
The Doorbell Rang by Pat Hutchins
Emeril’s There’s a Chef in My Soup by Emeril Lagasse
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie by Laura Joffe Numeroff
Walter the Baker by Eric Carle

w Ann Kelly, Johnstown, PA


